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O N C U R V E S O N F O R M A L G R O U P S 
BY 
ROBERT A. MORRIS^) AND B 0 E > 0 PAREIGIS 
ABSTRACT. The structure of the group of curves on a formal group is 
determined when the formal group is on a truncated power series algebra 
over a commutative ring. The resulting curve functor is faithful but not füll. 
Applications to the Lie algebra of the formal group are given. 
Introduction. Let K be a commutative ring, A = K [ [ x x , . . . x n ] ] / I where / 
is generated by powers of (some of) the x t . We call such an algebra a 
truncated power series algebra and endow it with the natural topology. 
Giving K the discrete topology makes A a topological AT-algebra in the m-adic 
topology: it is an inverse limit of finitely generated free quotient algebras. It is 
in fact a/?/-algebra in the sense of [8], [9] so the functor A ' = K - A l g ^ d i A , - ) 
from üf-algebras (regarded as discrete) to sets is a formal scheme over AT. If, 
further, A has a topological Hopf-algebra structure then A ' is a formal group. 
The bialgebras arising in this context are precisely "divided power Hopf 
algebras". 
Studying sequences of divided powers in these Hopf algebras or more 
generally in divided power coalgebras is the same as studying curves in the 
corresponding formal schemes. 
The formal groups studied here are a mixture of a classical formal group 
and a finite local group scheme over K . It is known that the curves classify 
the classical formal groups which are commutative [2], [3], and Oort [10] has 
used this to derive a related theory for finite local commutative groups. 
We give here a Cartier type theory for these mixed truncated power series 
groups even in the noncommutative case. These groups appear naturally: a 
famous result of Dieudonne, Cartier and Gabriel asserts that if K is a perfect 
field any connected formal group of finite type has this form. 
The image in a formal group G of any curve is formal subscheme and we 
give simple examples even over fields where all curves lie in a fixed proper 
subscheme. However, we prove that the smallest formal subgroup containing 
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all the curves is G itself and thereby show that our curve functor is faithful on 
the cateogry of formal groups on truncated power series algebras. The curve 
functor is not faithful on the category of formal schemes on truncated power 
series algebras. This is quite different from the Situation for nontruncated 
power series [7, I. 10.3]. This intervenes to prevent our curve functor on the 
category of groups from being füll (cf. [7, III. 8.4] for the nontruncated case) 
as we show by counterexample. Nevertheless, we are able to describe the 
structure of the curve groups in terms of a Verschiebung Operator and in such 
a way that the Lie algebra of the formal group can be described just in terms 
of curves, provided the curves are "long enough". In fact the failure of certain 
curves to be long enough leads to the counterexample to fullness of the curve 
functor. 
Unexplained terminology and notation is that of [8], [9]. 
A number of our theorems are implicitly or explicitly contained in the work 
of Ditters [5 bis]. A s these notes do not seem widely available, we have stated 
for completeness the appropriate results. In many cases a strictly computa-
tional proof is possible at the cost of some of Ditters' generality. We sketch or 
allude to such computation. 
We thank the referee for pointing out the overlap with Ditter's notes, and 
for suggesting an illuminating compression of an early version of our text. 
1. Formal groups over truncated power series algebras. Let 
A = K [ [ x l 9 . . . , x n ] ] / ( x ' \ . . . , x ? ) 
with si; = 1, 2, 3 , . . . , oo. If = oo we mean no power of x t lies in the ideal 
factored out. By abuse of notation we wil l also write x t for the canonical 
generators of A so that x? = 0. We say A has t r u n c a t i o n type s = (sv . . . , s n ) . 
Note m = ( * ! , . . . , x n ) is the kernel of the natural augmentation e: A - > K . 
A s we are going to give a Hopf-algebraic characterization of curves, we 
require some tools on the diagonalization of elements of m. 
The following lemmas will be easily proved by the reader in the prescribed 
order. They hold formally, in fact, for any topological Hopf algebra A whose 
underlying algebra is the limit-with surjective projections-of finite projective 
ÄT-algebras. Ditters [5 bis] considers the case when all these are free. 
L E M M A 1. O b s e r v e t h a t A i s a t o p o l o g i c a l H o p f a l g e b r a w i t h respect t o t h e 
c o m p i e t e tensor p r o d u c t ®.If a i s i n m then A(a) = a ® l + l ® a + 2 6 / ® c / 
w i t h bi9 c{ i n m. 
L E M M A 2. A(m') c 2 * _ 0 m * ® m ' ~ * > w h e r e m ° denotes A = K © m. 
Now set A° = H o r r i g , K ) [8], [9]. Let (m ' ) x = {/ e A 0 ] / ^ ) - 0}. 
Note ke = m*1 C (m 2)- 1 C Let </, x> denote the action on x G A of 
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/ G A°. Using Lemma 2 we easily get 
L E M M A 3. (m / ) ± (m / ) J - c ( m / + ^ - , ) x . 
N O T A T I O N . Suppose j = 0 W 2 > • • • >Jn) is a n i-tuple of nonnegative inte-
gers. Set X* = x{1 • • • xJn\ Define in A° by <£j, X k > = 8 j k whenever j r and 
< sr (recall 5; is the smallest integer with jc/r = 0 in 4^ and 5; = 00 if there is 
no such integer). Then the are a free set of ÄT-generators. It is convenient to 
set ytj, = e ( 0 t . . . t pj ,o t . . . . o> with 7 at the zth place. Since e 0 W z j n ) G 
( m / l + , / 2 + " ' + " / , + , ) \ we get, in particular, t h a t i s in ( m / + l ) ± . By Lemma 3 it 
is then follows t h a t 7 • • « J ^ is in ( m / , + j ' 2 + ' ' ' + J n + l ) ± . 
L E M M A 4 . y V i y 2 j 2 . . . y n j } m k = J m * wfe/i * = j \ + j 2 + • • • + y„. 
This allows us to give the expected 
T H E O R E M 5. Suppose A is a K - a l g e b r a of t r u n c a t i o n type (sl9 s 2 , . . . , s n ) . 
Then { y ^ y ^ . . . y n j m } w i t h 0 < j r < zr, r = 1, 2 , . . . , ny is a free set of 
K - m o d u l e generators of A°. 
P R O O F . By Lemma 4, y X J x • • • y n j n = e} + z with z in ( m / , + *" + - / n ) x . Now 
(rrt*)-1 has generators {ek\kl + • • • + kn < k ) ; hence 
(*) yvi'-ym. ä e j + S V k 
where the sum is over all k with *Zkr < 2 y r . Thus by induction, equation (*) 
may be solved for e^ in terms only of monomials in y r J r ' s . Since the totality of 
efs generate A° (because A° = LlOn*)"1"), so must the desired monomials. 
Further, (*) shows these are linearly independent because the efs are. 
For a converse see [1]. 
Theorem 5 is related to Theorem 3.5 of [5 bis], which states an equivalence 
between the existence of the claimed generators of A° and the property that 
the associated formal group is generated by curves (see below). Our Theorem 
8 below is a special case of this second condition. Thus our deduction of 
Theorem 8 is really a proof of (b) => (a) of Ditters' result, and our Theorem 5 
is a verification that (b) holds in our case. 
2. Curves and sequences of divided powers. 
D E F I N I T I O N A N D N O T A T I O N . Let C be a AT-coalgebra. A finite (resp. infinite) 
sequence [ z t G C\i = 0 , . . . , n ) (resp. { z f G C\i = 0, 1 , . . . } is a sequence 
of d i v i d e d powers of l e n g t h n (resp. an i n f i n i t e sequence of d i v i d e d powers) if 
A(z,) = 2}_ 0 z , ® z,_j and e(z,) = S0i for all 1. (If K is a field and z0 ^ 0 the 
augmentation condition follows from (e ® id c )A = id c .) 
L E M M A 6. F o r each j , ( y J r ) r is a sequence of d i v i d e d powers over 1 i n A°, 
where A admits t r u n c a t i o n type as i n §1. 
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P R O O F . Recall that t h e ^ r are dual to xf. The result is then an easy exercise 
in the definition of A^o from the multiplication in A . 
A n element z in C is g r o u p l i k e if A(z) = z ® z and e(z) = 1 (again this is 
immediate if K is a field and z ^ 0). Thus any sequence of divided powers 
begins with a grouplike z 0 . 
The functor K[[t]]' (resp. (£ [ [ / ] ] / ( / ' ) ) ' i s c a l I e d t h e f o r m a l affine l i n e (resp. 
t r u n c a t e d l i n e ) . For economy of notation we wil l write K[[t]]/(t°°) for K \ [ t ] ] . 
In the notation of [8], [9] if A ' is a formal group then 
F u n c p X 4 [ r ] ] / ( / ' ) - ^ - ) =
 A M^'4[ ' ] ] / ( ' ' ' ) ) = ^ -(^[[^]/(^)) 
is a group for each /, 1 < i < oo. The continuous algebra maps f : K - + 
K [ [ t ] ] / ( t ' ) a n d £: K l l t W / O ' ) -> ^ g i v e n b y £ ( 0 = 0 induces a semidirect 
product of groups 
We call the elements of K e r g * ( t r u n c a t e d ) c u r v e s i n A ' and write Q ( A ' ) = 
K e r g * . The natural identification K [[/]] = proj l im K [[*]]/(/') induces an 
isomorphism C ^ A ' ) « proj l im C ; ( A ' ) . 
N o w (#[[ f ] ] / (Ö)°> f ° r 1 < i < oo, is the cocommutative coalgebra K x 0 
© • • • © K x i m m l with ( x j t t k } = Ö,* and (*,),</-1 a sequence of divided 
powers. Thus 
A l g ^ , K [ [ t ] ] / ( * ' ) ) = CoaIg(J& 0 © • • * © K x ^ A 0 ) 
identifies C t ( A ) with the set of divided powers of length / — 1 in A°. 
Explicitly, if <p G A l g p f ( A 9 #[[/]]/(/')) then one can write <p(a) = 2y~o(p,(tf)'y 
with tpj G A°. A continuous linear map is an algebra homomorphism exactly 
when (q>J) is a sequence of divided powers. Further there is a natural group 
structure on the set of divided powers of length / — 1 which this identification 
also respects. It is given by 
We are interested in Q ( A ' ) = Ker g*. This corresponds to the kernel of 
C o a l g ( Ä x o 0 • • • © K x ^ A ^ - ^ C o a l g ^ A 0 ) , 
that is, to sequences with z 0 = eA = 1 in A°. We wil l call them s p e c i a l 
sequences (in case i — oo one thinks of them as curves through the origin of 
the groups* [2]). 
The following theorem shows that the group valued functor C = IIC, is 
faithful on the category of formal groups admitting a truncation type: 
T H E O R E M 7. L e t A ' a n d B ' be f o r m a l g r o u p s a d m i t t i n g ( p o s s i b l y different) 
1 ->Ker g 0 -> A l g ^ , * [ [ ' ] ] / ( / ' ) ) f M g ^ A , k ) - + 1. 
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t r u n c a t i o n types a n d f \ g ' : A ' - * B * be g r o u p h o m o m o r p h i s m s . If C ^ f ) = 
C t ( g ) f o r a l l i = 1, 2 , . . . , oo t h e n f = g . 
P R O O F . Since monomials of the form . y ^ ^ . . .ynJi> are a basis of A°9 i f 
/ =5* g then we conclude that / ° ( .V / / ) g ( y 0 ) for some i j (f° and g° are 
algebra maps). Hence 
* ( l , g ° ( j > / i ) . • • - C j ( g ) ( l 9 y i U . . . , y v ) . 
The following example shows that we cannot expect the stronger result of 
faithfulness on the category of all formal schemes on truncated power series 
algebras, as was obtained in [7, "the curves lemma"]. 
Let k be a field, A = k [ [ x 9 y ] ] / ( x 2 9 y 2 ) and B = k [ [ z ] ] / ( z 2 ) . Furthermore 
define / , g : B - * A by / ( z ) = 0 and g(z) = xy. The question is: is there a 
morphism h : A - * k [ [ t ] ] / ( t s ) with h g h f l Let h be such a morphism. Then 
h ( x ) = w, AO>) = t> in £ [ [ / ] ] / ( / 5 ) with t/2 = 0 = v2 and m> =^  0. N o w in 
k [ [ t ] ] / ( t s ) we have u = t* • u X 9 v > = tj - vx with units K , and vx. We must have 
2/ > 5, 2/ > s and i + j < s. This is impossible. So C , ( / ) = C s ( g ) for al l 
R E M A R K . Again, one could deduce Theorem 7 from Theorem 3.5 of [5 bis] 
for any formal group G whose bialgebra A° admits suitable generators, 
because if G is generated by curves (condition (b), [loc cit]), group maps wi l l 
certainly be determined by curves. 
N o w for 1 < / + 1 < oo and j < i + 1, denote by P t the commutative 
(resp., noncommutative) polynomial algebra P t = K [ x l 9 x 2 , . . . , x j y . . . ] 
(resp., K ( x l 9 x 2 , . . . , x j y . . . » with (1, x { 9 x 2 > . . . ) a sequence of divided 
powers and with antipode S defined inductively by Sz+y^SCx,)*, = 8k0 for 
k > 0 (here x 0 = 1), and e(xj) = S,0. It is straightforward to verify that the 
functors Wt (resp., Z,) corresponding to these algebras are flat formal groups. 
Z , is the group Z ( i , AT) of [5, Lemma 1.1] where most of the details are found. 
is the group W K + of generalized Witt vectors [2], [3]. The curve functors 
Ct on the category of flat formal commutative groups (resp., all flat formal 
groups) are represented by Wt (resp., Z,). 
In the category of flat formal groups the finite coproduct Z / ( I I Z l 2 I I • • - II 
Z / a exists. In the category of flat commutative formal groups, the finite 
coproduct W{ II • • • II Win exists and is isomorphic to the product Wt 
X • • . X w j The bialgebra of W t U W j is 
K ( x X X 9 x x 2 } . . •, x X i 9 x 2 X 9 . . . , x 2 j y . 
N o w suppose A ' is a formal group admitting truncation type (s{9..., s n ) . 
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Then we have 
T H E O R E M 8. T h e r e i s a n e p i m o r p h i s m of f o r m a l g r o u p s £ : Z , II • • • II Z ^ - » 
A \ If A ' i s c o m m u t a t i v e £ f a c t o r s t h r o u g h WSx X • • • X WSm. 
P R O O F . It suffices to show the corresponding property in Coa lg^ . Let 
B = K ( x l v . . . , x U { 9 . . . , x ^ ) be the bialgebra of the given coproduct. The 
map X j r - > y j r induces a Hopf-algebra surjection B - * A°, where the y j r E A° 
are those defined in §1. This is a coalgebra map because for each j y j r 
form a sequence of divided powers over y j X and by Theorem 5 these y J r ' s 
generate A° as an algebra. The commutative claim is clear since A * is 
commutative if and only if A° is a commutative algebra, and 
B { W S x X • • • X WSJ - K [ x U 9 . . . , x w . . . , x „ J . 
R E M A R K . Something approaching the strength of admitting a truncation 
type is necessary for Theorem 8. As remarked in [5 bis, p. 24] one can 
construct examples, even over fields, of finite formal groups not generated by 
curves (equivalently, for which Theorem 8 fails): Let k be nonperfect of 
characteristic p and let a in k / p p 9 and A = k [ x , y ] / ( x p - ayp9 x p \ with x 
and y primitive. For perfect k9 however, being generated by a finite set of 
finite curves is equivalent to A being finite and local, cf. [6, Expose VI I B, 
Theorem 5.2]. 
3.The structure of curves on groups admitting truncation type. In this section 
we will sketch a "Dieudonne theory" in the spirit of [2] and [3]. The central 
idea of this kind of program is to introduce a ring of Operators on the curve 
groups in order to identify, via the curve functor, the formal group category 
as an ordinary module category. The isomorphism to the module category is 
usually studied with the aid of a decomposition of curves by the Operators. 
However, we show that the curve functor is, in fact, not füll, even when the 
Operators are introduced. Lacking a good description of the "image" of the 
curve functor, we only sketch the arguments leading to the decomposition, for 
which we have isolated a strictly Hopf-algebraic criterion (Theorem 9). It 
seems that being generated by curves is sufficient to bring this criterion 
about, but we do not know how much more general a result is possible than 
Ditters' decomposition theorem [5 bis, Corollary 1 to Theorem 6.4]. 
Suppose A ' is a formal group, We have seen that 
C , ( A ' ) » Coalg £ (ü :x 0 0 • • • 0 K x i 9 A°) * Hopf -Alg (ÄT<x l , . . . , *,>, A°) 
where Coalg £ (Äjr 0 © • • • © K x i 9 - ) ( ( x r ) divided powers over x 0 ) denotes the 
set of coalgebra maps <p with <p(x0) = 1 in A°. From this we can deduce 
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Group func(C„ C j ) « Hopf-AIg(AT<x 1 , . . . , *,_,>, K ( x l 9 . . . , A ) _ , » 
~Ci(K<xl,...9xJ_i» 
« Coalg e (£xo 0 • • • 0 K ( x l 9 . . . , *,_,» 
D Coalg(Ajc 0 0 • • • © K x 0 © • • • © 
where now the last set refers to coalgebra maps <p with <p(x0) = x0. This set is 
in turn the same as A l g p f t B ( K [ [ t ] ] / ( t J ) 9 *[[/]]/(*')) of continuous "local" 
algebra maps. I.e. those with \ p ( t ) in / • K [ [ t ] ] / ( t ' ) . Identifying such a map 
with t//(/) requires us to pick an element in which is nilpotent of 
degree j . Composition of maps corresponds to Substitution of power series. 
Certain of these choices are of special interest: 
(1) For X E K the map [X]: C, -> C, is that corresponding to Xf in / • 
0- I f a° = 0> Ö P • • • > I S A C U R V E O F l e n 8 t h / - 1 in 4 \ i.e. a 
sequence of divided powers in A° then 
[X](a°) = ( l , X a ° X ^ . . . , * ^ ) . 
(2) T: Q - ^ Q . i is defined to correspond to the polynomial / in / • 
K M ] / ^ ' 1 ) . On a curve it is T(l9 a°l9..., ajL,) = (1, a ? , . . . , ^ j ) . 
Thus Ts: C, C^. 
For notational convenience if z = (1, zl9 z 2 , . . . ) is an infinite sequence 
and v = oo, we denote by Tv~rz the sequence (1, z,, z 2 , . . . , z r). 
(3) C i - ^ C y is defined to correspond to tj in It is 
described by 
V j ( \ 9 a l . . . , a°) - (1, 0 , . . . , 0, a°l9 0 , . . . , 0, a°29 0 , . . . , a « ^ , 0 , . . . , 0) 
where j — 1 zeros lie between each of the a^s. 
N o w for any Hopf algebra H 9 the set of p r i m i t i v e elements is P ( H ) = { A G 
H|A(A) = A ® 1 + 1 ® h ) . For any such A the relation (e ® id)A = id im-
plies e(h) = 0. Further note that h is primitive if and only if (1, h ) is a 
sequence of divided powers. 
If (1, 0 , . . . , 0, hr9 h r + l 9 . . . ) is a special sequence of divided powers in H 
then it is easily seen that hr is primitive. 
Assume h is primitive. We say h has degree at least n if there is a special 
sequence (1, h9 h l 9 . . . , hn) of divided powers of length n. We will say h has 
degree n if it has degree at least n and cannot sit in any longer sequence in a 
nontrivial way: more precisely, if there is no special sequence of divided 
powers (1, 0 , . . . , 0, hi9 h i + l 9 . . . , hj) with ht = h and j > ( n + \ ) i (observe 
that V i ( \ 9 h l 9 . . . , hn) has length i ( n + 1) - 1). We say that h in P ( H ) has 
degree oo if it lies in an infinite special sequence of divided powers. Note that 
not every primitive need have a degree as would happen if it could be 
embedded in arbitrarily long finite sequences but not in any infinite sequence. 
However we shall see that this cannot happen in the case of interest to us, the 
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bialgebra B ( A * ) = A° of a formal group admitting a truncation type. 
Assume next that all primitives have a degree and that for each u in P ( H ) 
we have chosen a sequence t ( u ) = (1, u, u 2 , . . . , t / d c g M ) . N o w suppose z = 
(1, z „ z 2 , . . . , zr) is a sequence of length r and let 
/(*l) = ( l , * l , * 2 » . . . , 
be a sequence of length deg z,. Then r d e g 2 , ~ r ( / ( z 1 ) ) is a sequence of length r 
still with primitive z, and z • 7 , d c g * I ~ r ( f (z 1 ) ) '~ 1 is a sequence of length r of the 
form (1, 0, z 2 , . . . , z"). Here multiplication and ( ) ~ ! are that of special 
sequences of divided powers, i.e. curves, and, by definition, multiplication of 
curves induces addition in the primitive component (i.e. the first nonzero 
element after the leading 1) and inversion induces subtraction (the identity of 
Cr(A') is (1, 0, 0 , . . . , 0)). N o w compute 
(1, 0, zl..., z ; ) • {T^*-v2(t(zft)yl 
to get (1, 0, 0, z j 3 ) , . . . , z r ( 3 ) ). Continuing inductively we find primitives 
z 2 , zj?\ . , z j ? ~ l ) uniquely determined by z (and by the original choice of 
sequences over each primitive) such that 
z . r d a » , » - r ( / ( z 1 ) - 1 ) - r 2 d e « z i / - % ( / ( z ^ ) ) ~ 1 - ^ « ^ - ^ ( / ( z f y 1 ) - - . 
- (1, 0, 0 , . . . , 0). 
Thus we can represent z uniquely as 
z = . . . r 2 d e g ^ - r F 2 ( / ( z ^ ) ) . r d c s " - 7 ( z , ) . 
In the infinite curve case truncation is unnecessary but some topological care 
is needed:* Let z be an infinite special sequence of divided powers in a Hopf 
algebra H whose underlying coalgebra is in Coalg^ . Then 
(#*•) = proj l im Q(H*-) 
carries the limit topology (tetting e a c h Cj(H*°) bc discrete) and the same 
argument showsz is a convergent product R%-\Vn(t(zjp)). We summarize this 
discussion as 
T H E O R E M 9. Let H be a H o p f a l g e b r a such t h a t H * is i n A l g p f a n d such t h a t 
every p r i m i t i v e i n H has a degree: then f o r r < oo, any z i n C r + l ( H * ' ) can be 
represented as 
a n d z E C ^ i H * ' ) as 
* - TL v u ( t ( z < r > ) ) 
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where the z^n) a r e u n i q u e l y d e t e r m i n e d p r i m i t i v e s i n H . 
Suppose henceforth that A is of truncation type (si9..., sn) and that A ' is a 
formal group. Let ej j and^y be as in § 1 . Then we recall that Lemma 6 
asserts that (\,yn>ya<> • • • * s a (special) sequence of divided powers in 
A°. 
According to Theorem 5, (certain) monomials in t h e ^ . are a basis of A° 
over k. Now if K is a field of char 0 and y is primitive, then the elements 
y J / j l form a sequence of divided powers over^. Thus to say that monomials 
in the primitives span A° is the same as to say monomials in the elements of 
these sequences span. The former is akin to our Theorem 5, the latter to the 
classical Birkhof f-Witt Theorem when A° is a universal enveloping algebra. 
N o w an equivalent Statement to (part of) this classical result is the Statement 
that the primitive elements of universal enveloping algebra <?l(/) of a Lie 
algebra / comprise exactly /. In our case we have 
T H E O R E M 10. P(A°) is f r e e on { y n , y 2 i > • • • ^ n i ) an<^ e v e r y p r i m i t i v e 
element has a degree. I n p a r t i c u l a r , curves may be decomposed as i n Theorem 9 . 
I N D I C A T I O N O F P R O O F . The first claim comes easily from Theorem 5. For 
the second, we describe a canonical sequence of maximal length first over 
z = \yJV If XSJ i- 0 , set 
r(z) = ( 1 , XyJU X ^ , . . . , X*>" V ; , , - , ) . 
If, however, Xs' = 0 then set 
r ( z ) = ( 1 , XyJ{, X % > . . . , A * - ! ^ . , , 0 , 0 , . . . ) . 
It turns out the degree of r(z) is Sj - 1 if XSJ = 0 and infinite otherwise. To 
define T (Z ) = T ( S y X ^ i ) , apply this procedure to each term, truncate to the 
minimum length, v, and multiply the results in the group CV+X(A°). The 
resulting curve begins with z and z cannot sit in a longer curve nontrivially, 
i.e., T(Z) has degree v. This is deduced from the following technical Observa-
t ion: Let A have truncation type (sv s2, . . . , sn) and let z = 
( 1 , 0 , . . . , 0 , z,-, z / + 1 , . . . , zr) be a sequence of divided powers with primitive 
zt = X x y u + • • • + X„ynl; then whenever r > i • sJ9 we get Xß = 0 . 
C O R O L L A R Y 11. The e p i m o r p h i s m f: JVSi X • • • X WS^A% ( r e s p . f: Zs 
I I . . . II ZSn A ' ) of Theorem 8 induces s u r j e c t i o n s 
C , ( ? ) : Q ( ^ , X ' " X W J - W 
(resp. C S ) : C , ( Z „ I I . . . II Z j -> Q ( A ) ) 
f o r every i = 1, 2 , . . . , oo. 
P R O O F . Suppose / < length ( l , . y 7 l , . . . ) . In the entire proof we will suppose 
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always that sequences are already truncated to length /. This wil l result in an 
abuse of notation but increased readability. 
In the notation of Theorem 8, we have 
(hyjvyj» • • •) = ci+i (O0> xj\> xji> • • • )• 
More generally, 
^te)- c^i(n(^(v&i)) 
where o(XjXJX) = (1, XjXJl9 X j x ^ . . . ) and 
r ( X x y n + • • • + \ y n l ) = C,+1 (J)N*i*n) • • • o ( X n x n X ) ] 
provided i < degree^ y n + • • • + X„ynl). This is the canonical (i.e. that 
constructed in Theorem 10) sequence of maximal length over any given 
primitive is in the image of C l + 1 ( f ) - But according to Theorem 9, these 
generate C / + 1 , since the Operators T and Vn commute with the C ^ f )• This 
Corollary together with Theorem 9 gives a compiete description of all curves 
of a formal group over a truncated power series algebra. 
T H E C O U N T E R E X A M P L E . N o w we are ready to discuss if the functor from 
formal groups to curve groups is füll. In [7] a consequence of the faithfulness 
on the category of all formal schemes on power series rings ("the curves 
lemma") implies the fullness on formal groups [7, III. 8.4]. The curves lemma 
does not hold in our context, nor is the functor from formal groups to all 
curves füll. The following is a counterexample even in the commutative case: 
Let k be a field of characteristic 2. Let <x2 = A * and = B ' with A = 
k [ [ x ] ] / ( x 2 ) and B - k [ [ y ] ] / ( y 2 ) with A(x) = x ® 1 + 1 ® x and & ( y ) = y 
® 1 + 1 ® y + y ® y . It is easy to show that P(A°) = k t with t2 = 0 and 
P(B°) = k t with t2 = /. Now let (1, z „ . . . , zn) be a sequence of divided 
powers in A° or 5 ° . Then the nonzero entries are linearly independent; hence 
(1, z „ . . . , zn) = (1, 0 , . . . , 0, Xt) using the technical Observation in Theorem 
10. Thus the multiplication of curves in C n + l ( a ^ ) and C n + 1 (ft2) is just addition 
of primitives. The Operators T and Vn also operate in the same way on the 
curve groups of a 2 and /Xj . Hence the curve groups with all their Operators on 
a 2 and /x2 are isomorphic, but there is only the zero homomorphism from a 2 
to n2i which clearly cannot induce this isomorphism. 
4. The Lie algebra of a curve group. Let A ' be a formal group and C 3 ( A ' ) be 
the set of curves of length 2 in A \ Let z — (1, zl9 z£ be such a curve. The 
inverse of z has the components (1, — zl9 z\ - z^ as can be easily checked 
by Computing zz~K Now let>> = ( l , ^ ! , ^ be another curve. Then zyz'^'1 
= (1, 0, [ z l 9 y x ] ) with [ z l 9 y x ] = zxyx - . y^ , in>l 0 . Hence from C 3 ( A ' ) we can 
recover the Lie multiplication of those primitive elements of A° which have at 
least degree 2. 
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PROPOSITION 12. / / the truncation type (sl9 . . . 9sn) of A is such that st > 2 
for a l l /, then the Lie algebra multiplication of Lit(A) can be recovered from 
C3(A'). 
P R O O F . We only have to prove that every primitive element of A° has at 
least degree 2 . But the canonical curves ( l 9 y n 9 . . . ) for / = 1 , . . . , n have at 
least length 2 ; hence every "linear" combination [A](J>1t) [AJCVnr) 
does, and by Theorem 10 every primitive element has the form A , ^ 
+ • • • + Kynv 
A similar argument gives also the /?th-power map for the Lie algebra if the 
characteristic of K is a prime /?. Let (1 , z l 9 . . . , zp) be in Cp+l(Ay9 then the 
sequence of divided powers (1 , z „ . . . , zpY has Aith term . . . + / mnz^ 
zip. N o w it is a simple combinatorial problem to show that 
(1 , z l 9 . . . , zpY = (1 , 0 , . . . , 0 , zf) . It is well known that the /?th-power map 
for the Lie algebra of A * coincides with the/?th-power map in A°. Hence we 
get 
P R O P O S I T I O N 13. I f the truncation type ( s l 9 . . . , sn) of A is such that si > p 
for a l l /, then the restricted Lie algebra of A ' can be recovered from Cp+l(a). 
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